We present new deformable spline surfaces for segmenaion of 3-D medical images. We explore parame1ric surfaces of ihe form x (ti, v) . We use tensor producLs ofsplines o solve independently the system along parameters u and v. This enables us to work with large meshes of control vertices, e.g. 10,000 vertices and more.
Introduction
The problem of segmenting and registering 3-D medical images is very important to physicians. For instance, information contained in X-ray Scanner or MRI images must be extracted and fused to help physicians for diagnosis or surgical planning. Our work is the continuation of the work accomplished by Monga, BMGA92 ThirionTGM+92 or Cohen et al.C 92 that used differential geometry of surfaces to extract robust and useful features from 3-D volumes of data, that are also invariant to some classes of deformations.
Figure 1: After 14 iterations with a surface that counts finally as many as 256 x 128 control vertices and 280 x 160 sample points, the segmentation is exhaustive. For this really huge model, which consists of one single B-spline mesh, the computing time is still tolerable: with a Dec 5900, one iteration takes in average 42 sec. CPU.
In our formulation of the problem, the segmentation with deformable surfaces is decomposed into two parts: Part (1) consists in characterizing contour points and computing a 3 -D distance potential. When done with a sequential machine, this operation may take prohibitive computing time. Part (2) consists in piloting a parametric surface towards zeros of the potential. We concentrate on part (2) . The advantages of deformable surfaces for segmentation are the following: (i)Coutour or edge points belong necessarily to a unique surface, and the lopology of the resulting surface is simple. For instance, These are key features when dealing with the segmentation and the representation of the human face; (ii)The lack of information in small regions can be overcome by the regularity of the surface; (iii)Differeniial structures can be easily inferred from the surface representation.
In Section 2, we present our original contribution in detail with copious experimental evidence. We see the surface deformation process as a sequence of least squares approximations of dense data. To our knowledge, this approach is original, even though it is very related to earlier works, especially from Cinquin's teamMI9l or Médioni's team,MSMM9O who pioneered in the development of spline deformable curves and surfaces. We thus design a very efficient algorithm which is able to deal with really large meshes with a moderate computational burden. The number of iterations is reduced thanks to a local quadratic fit of the potential field in which the surface evolves. After few iterations, the shape has converged towards an acceptable solution, except from isolated points or regions.
We take advantage of the differentiability of our model and compute curvature and crest lines that are invariants of the euclidian group and are thus used for matching. For instance, we represent in Figs. 3 and 4 the sum of squared principle curvatures or "global curvature". We can also measure the evolution of the curvature as the surface deforms. Lines of extremal curvature of a surface were previously computed inside the volume of 3-D data •BMGA92 As an alternative, we can also draw the crest lines on a smooth parametric representation of the surface, like ours. We have developed an original algorithm for this purpose that we depict in section 3.
Next, we concentrate in section 3 on surfaces with spherical topology. We will see how to use Ostrogradsky's theorem to compute the exact volume that is bounded by the spline surface, e. g. to measure the volume of organs before transplantation.
In summary, we significantly extend previous 3-D segmentation methods using deformable surfaces and give a complementary approach for the extraction and the matching of crest lines.
2 3 -D Segmentation with a Deformable Surface
We suppose that contour points are characterized with a contour detector such as Canny and Deriche's and represented as a 3 -D bitmap. Further, a distance transformation (see DanielssonDaso) maps the contour image to a distance image d that takes zero values on contour points. This distance image can be seen as representing a 3-D potential field d2. This potential integrates elastic forces that would pull the surface towards the contour points as if springs were attached from each surface point to some contour point. In order to minimize the integral of this potential over the surface, several approaches exist, using finite differences or finite elements as well as physically based methods including modal analysis!'93 Note that analogies exist between different formulations, e.g. the stiffness matrix in the mechanical formulation is equivalent to the spline matrix A of section 2.3, thus a modal analysis would be possible using splines.
Energy Minimization as an Approximation Problem
Let us write an "energy" term S for a surface plunged in a square-distance potential field. This energy includes a surface (or internal) energy expressed with the surface x(u, v) derivatives. The first derivatives x and x, measure the tension. The second derivatives x, ,x, and x, measure the bending. We believe that energy terms can be extended to higher derivatives, which measure less intuitive but equally interesting energies.
e also includes an external energy term ee , corresponding for instance to elastic forces that are attached between the surface and the contours. Although these forces are not known directly from the 3 -D original image, they can be inferred from an euclidian-distance potential that gives everywhere the distance d between the surface and the contour. We have for instance, with the choice of a 4th order energy term which is classical for bicubic surfaces, by analogy with the bending energy for a rod in 1 -D: 2e= 2(es+ee) rjz+jd2
The objective is now to minimize S, that is to solve an optimization problem. In order to perform this optimization, we distinguish between the following techniques: (i)Finite Elements: We derive first an euler differential equation. We project x on a limited number of finite support basis function, and solve a linear system. (ii)Finite Differences:
We also derive first an euler differential equation. We discretize the surface in samples xj , we discretize also the differential euler equation and again obtain a linear system. (iii)Approximation problem: We discretize the surface in samples zj , and write a discrete energy term. We choose smooth approximating functions that will minimize the discrete energy. A new Euler equation corresponds to this discrete energy, provided we differentiate with respect to the coefficients of the functions. Schematically, we approximate integrals in (i) by Riemann sums. Solution (iii) was not explored to our knowledge, yet it permits to combine advantages of finite differences (no integrals to compute over basis functions) and of finite elements (smoothness of the solution, which is also known between sample points, flexibility in the size of basis functions).
We thus take on solution (iii), and write the discrete energy term E as:
If instead of d2, we have a quadratic function of the surface point x, i.e. (x -e)2, e = x + dVd extrapolated edge point from the knowledge of the potential, we can solve a penalized least squares problem, i.e. miminize: r>,, XUt) + >,,(r -e)2. Although the two notations d2 and (z -c)2 lead to the same solution, they induce a great difference in the speed of the convergence. The second notation represents a quadratic approximation of the potential in terms of the surface parameters, and we will find a minimum in a reduced number of iterations.
We believe that B-splines are especially well suited for solving such a problem, in virtue of their best and smoothest approximation properties (see De Boor'78), and also because of their algorithmic advantages. For these reasons, we choose B-spline basis functions for the representation of the surface and we derive the Euler equation. Assuming a quadratic potential field, this equation has a closed form solution.
Spline Formulation is Best
People familiar with spline surfaces might skip this section. It is not in the scope of this article to give a survey on B-spline functions. Splines have been extensively studied and we recommend to consult the following bibliography: Ahlberg et al.,''67 De Boor,78 and Bohm et al.'ZS4 for a good survey. However, we give a simple and minimal introduction that will be enough to understand fully our implementation of the problem.
B-spline basis functions are piecewise polynomials with a finite support and a recursive definition. The basis splines of degree 1 are simply the characteristic functions of the intervals between real {u } values called knots:
Successively higher-order splines are formed by convolving lower-order splines:
UjK Ui Uj+K+1 _ Uj1 It can be seen from this construction that Bj,K+1 functions are globally C"1 . Evaluation (2) is especially efficient (i.e. can be computed with divided differences) and permits to implement splines of all orders. We plot in Fig. 2a quadratic B-spline functions. In order to model a curve, we associate a control point c (3 coefficients for a 3 -D curve, 1 coefficient in the nonparametric case) to each function. Note that with the shape of the functions in Fig. 2a , endpoints will be interpolated. We call them "straight" functions. It is also possible to obtain a closed curve, with the help of functions as in Fig. 2b . We call them "circular" functions.
We now recall briefly the best and smoothest approximation properties for interpolating splines of odd order (K = 2rn, cubic K = 4, quintic K = 6, etc.).(B7S 1 . smoothest approximation: the spline Sx interpolating data x minimizes the norm f ISx(m)112 2. best approximation: the rn-th derivative of the interpolant s(m) approximates the m-th derivative of the underlying function ('') in the least squares sense.
Recall that interpolation is equivalent to the least squares approximation of selected sample points. Taking these considerations into account, we prefer to use cubic splines in the sequel.
In order to model a surface, we consider a tensor product of spline functions, i.e. a current surface point x(u, v) will be written as x(u, v) = Bk(u)B:(v)ck,. We are already able to write the discrete energy E( 1) in terms of B-splines. We write in matrix x(i, j) of size dime x dime x 3, all surface sample points x(u1, i,). We also define a control point matrix c(k, 1), dimc, x dimc, x 3. Notice that because we approximate, there are necessarily more sample points than control points. We gather all spline evaluations Bk(ii) in a Matrix B, dime x dimc.
We next write matrix B for the common cubic splines: for each sample point only 4 functions are non zero. Analogously, we define B, dirn x dimc. Under some regularity conditions on the sampling, i.e. {ü1} real values, and on the parametrization, {uk} values, the matrix BU has rank dimc, (see°"492).
Next, we write the sample points matrix x as
In doing so, we can only achieve three simple topologies, planar topology, cylindrical topology and toric topology, summarized in the next table.
[functions\ufunctions straight with the norm Iz(i, i)112 = E 4 . Assuming cubic splines, we prefer to write the energy in terms of the third derivative: IIB"'cB"II2. This derivative is piecewise constant and thus discontinuous. By constraining this derivative norm to be minimum, we implicitly constrain lower order derivatives and we reduce the roughness component of the surface. Note that since this derivative is constant on each interval between knots, one evaluation suffices to compute exact quadratures, and also an exact expression for penalized least squares, where the customary regularization term involves an integral f rather than a discrete sum
We take the gradient of E, yE, with respect to spline coefficients c . Since we can only measure the gradient of the distance field don thesurface x, we must apply the chain rule: x = Vd(x(c))II2 = BVIId(x)II2B.
We obtain: VE = + B (dVd)Bg 0 
Resolution Separated for u and v
The separability, which is the second key advantage of our method is explained in this section. We could here consider c as a vector and write our system (4) as (which we classify as "NOT separated" ) HugeAc = BeB. Much more elegant is to solve (which we classify as "separated"): = BeB; followed by: Arc,,=c,,t; (6) (with A7 = A + rA'", and Ar,, = A,, + r,,A',,") thus taking advantage of the symmetry of the problem. The price to pay is to consider a different internal energy term F8: E3 = ruIIBcxB"II2 + 1.vIIBhItcxBuII2 ÷ ruT,, IIB"'cxB'II2,
instead of r(IB,"'cB'II2. The addition of matrix rA"' to matrix A decreases its condition number. This is an important fact in of the theory of regularizaiion.
We adopt the compromise for the energy term (7), use equation (6) and analyze in the next paragraph the advantage obtained in terms of computational complexity. In terms of storage, the advantage is, of course, deczsive. Take for instance a mesh of 100 x 100 = 10000 control vertices and compare the space needed to store matrices A7, and A7, versus matrix HugeA7, for a floating point computation, i.e. 4 bytes per matrix element.
Assume even that these matrices are band matrices (i.e. exclude cylindrical and toric topologies!), which permits a dense storage. We obtain 2 x K x 100 x 4 as compared with K x 100 x 4, i.e. for cubic functions, 3.2 Kbytes versus 1.6 Mbytes. With a cylindrical topology, accounting for the symmetry of the matrix, 200Mbytes would be theoretically needed, and unfortunately, also in practice: The factorized matrix is rather dense and we know no obvious method to reduce the storage space.
Because our matrices are positive definite (see above), we adopt Cholesky's factorization for linear systems and we compare in the next table the time complexities with and without variable separation. We assume the planar topology which is the best case for the NOT separated method (5). Recall that in the separated case (6), right hand sides consists of matrices instead of vectors.
[ complexity
In sum, the advantage of the separated method (6) is immense, both in terms of space and time complexities, and the shortcomings due to energy term (7) are not obvious.
Spline Interpolation of Potential d
We describe in this section the use of a continuous potential field, which is the third principal characteristic of our method. Two main problems arise with potential field d, which is essentially discrete: (i) We need to compute a useful gradient vector Vd. Cardinal sines are often considered too costly. Nearest neighbor and linear interpolation suffer from well known shortcomings, viz. they respectively shift or smooth the data (loss of sharpness). In addition, the gradient would be respectively zero and constant, thus we eliminate these methods.
Cubic spline interpolation was considered one of the best methods in,Maess after comparison of the spectra of the kernels involved for different functions. This particular spectrum has a higher response in the pass band and a lower response in the stop band than any other spectrum tested. We implement this method.
Crest Lines and Matching
We tested our method on various data. We focus in this section on MRI and X-ray scanner data. Each time, contours points have been labelled and a 3 -D potential d has been precomputed. In addition, 3 -D spline coefficients have been evaluated, which permit to compute a continuous cubic C2 version of the potential field d.
Our first example illustrates the cylindrical topology. The original data is a 3 -D 256 x 256 x 127 complete sagittal MRI image of the head of a patient, Carl. We show the result of an iterative refinement method. We linearly increase during 10 iterations the number of samples from 30 x 15 to 160 x 100 and in parallel we increase the number of control vertices up to 140 x 80. The whole process operates in 160 sec. CPU (in average, 16 sec. per iteration) (see Figs. 3 and 4. We pursue the refinement up to 280 x 160 samples and 256 x 128 control vertices. This takes 510 sec. CPU. We show the result in Figs. 1 and 5a .
We exploit the differentiability of the model by drawing lines of extremal curvature on the surface with two algorithms. We will not recall here the expressions for the surface curvatures. The reader may refer to Do Carmo76 whose notations are adopted. The quantity k? + k, or "global curvature" is of special importance to us. It is a local measure of the bending energy density for a thin plate (see Courant and Hi1bert'57) . For instance, in Figs. 3 and 4 , the grey level indicates the density of potential energy gained by the surface during the convergence. In addition, it can be seen from the equality k? + k = 4H2 -2K, that this measure is differentiable, as opposed to principle curvatures k1 and k2 that are not differentiable at umbilics and other specific locations. In general, local extrema of curvature will appear as lines. This has been studied for instance in.TGM+92 An intuitive way to discover that we will obtain lines, is to represent level curves of the quantity Iki I and to remark that extremality is also a measure of "medialness" for this family of level curves. With our differentiable spline representation of the surface, we can define crest lines as zero crossings of the quantity: Vk1 e1 (8) (e1 is the principle direction associated with curvature k1 and V is the gradient in the (u,v) space). We plot the zero-crossings of (8) in Figs. 3 and 4 ,Left, 7a and 7b.
An alternalive algorithm consists in sampling Iki I values on a regular rectangular grid. When scanning this grid, we test ifthe current point corresponds to a local discrete extremum of curvature along the axis South-North, and then explore the 6 directions East, SE, NE, West, SW, NW for a next extremum. If we find an extremum along axis East-West, we then explore recursively the 6 complementary directions to find a next crest point. Thus we assume the 4-connectivity for the surface and the 8-connectivity for the crest curves. The result of the procedure is shown on the example of Carl, in Figs. 3 and 4,Right and 5b.
We next test experimentally the stability of the crest lines. We consider the example of Arthur, a "phantom" available in two different positions (A and B) in 3 -D 256x256x 126 and 135 CT-scan images. The result of segmentation (algorithm of section 2) is shown in Fig. 6 . In Figs. 7a and 7b we show the crest lines as zero crossings of (8) obtained from views A and B of Fig. 6 . We next show in Fig. 7c the rigid superposition obtained with the algorithm that we presented at the conference ECCV'92 ,GA92 using hashing on curvature and torsion. Results are encouraging and attest the stability of the crest lines drawn on our B-spline patches. 
Spherical Topology, Exact Volume
We briefly describe the characteristics of the spherical topology for spline surfaces. As in the toric case, circular B-splines functions are used for variables u and v. We must distinguish between odd order and even order splines. With odd order splines, two control vertices, the north and the south poles, play a special role. Numerically, the problem of solving equation (4) is delicate because the system is sparse and badly conditioned (We use the Lanczos algorithm).
There are no poles with even order splines. Figure 8 visualizes the mesh for a bi-quadratic spline in spherical topology. On each meridian, the last control vertice is the same as the first vertice on the opposite meridian.
We cannot separate the problem along discretization variables u and v as in equation (6), because we cannot write the sample points matrix z as Thus we must solve system (5). This can be done with Cholesky's method and the computational complexity is given in section 2.4.
Splines with spherical topology have been fully implemented and tested on synthetic data (note that Fig. 8  exhibits a real example) . 
Conclusion
We presented an original and efficient algorithm to pilot a spline surface towards contours inside a 3 -D image representing a square distance potential d2. Our approach, including approximating spline formulation ( section 2.3), separability (section 2.4) and iterative refinement (section 3), constitutes a step further towards real Lime convergence. Since the differentiability is costly, real time could be achieved with a combination of a model with a low degree of differentiability for convergence (such as, for instance93), and a C2 fit of the model when it has converged. In addition, the differentiable deforming surfaces provide an excellent tool for measuring the evolution and the stability of surface curvatures and crest lines.
